Language Translator V4.0.1
You might have encountered a situation earlier. When the customer used to select any
store view other than the default. Then the category and product name didn’t get
translated as per the chosen store view.
Also, you might have tried to translate category and product names as per the selected
store view. Magento 2 Google Translate module, makes it possible to fetch the
translations using Google translator. So, it eases your translation work by enabling the
auto-translation of your store product and category attributes.
Further, this lets you go beyond one store and translate many stores. The customers can
select any store view. And the entire store language will get translated accordingly.
Note:-

1. Our module, Magento 2 Google Translate uses the Google
Translation service. So, to enable this service, you must have
the Google API Key to make use of this extension. You can
generate one by clicking here
2. Also, you need to enable billing for your google account project
under which the API Key is created. Further, to know more
please visit here

Features Of Magento 2 Google Translate
Supports Multi-Language Store Translation.

Translates the language by using Google Translation API.
Provides Translation functionality for Admin product attributes.
Provides Translation functionality for Admin category attributes.
The admin can enable/disable the module.
Also, the admin can enable/disable the translation functionality for the product and
the category individually.
Updated with Google API best practices.

Admin Configuration
General Settings
After the successful installation of the module, the admin needs to configure the
following sections in the admin panel.
So, configure them to integrate the Magento 2 Google Translate into the Magento 2
web. The admin needs to navigate to the Stores -> Configuration -> Catalog
Translation

Enable Translations:- You need to enable it (set it to ‘Yes’) to use this
module.
Enable Product Translations:- You need to enable it (set it to ‘Yes’). This
will allow the translation functionality for the admin product attributes.
Enable Category Translations:- You need to enable it (set it to ‘Yes’). This
will allow the translation functionality for the admin category attributes.
API Key:- Here you need to enter the Google API key for the language
translation.
Note :-

This module provides translation functionality only for the newly added category and
product attributes.
Yet, if you want to translate the category and product attributes for the existing
categories and products (which have been created before the installation of the module).
Then the below-mentioned commands need to run in the Magento 2 root directory.

First command –
This command is used to translate the already existing (old) categories as per the
chosen store view.
php bin/magento update:translation:category

Second Command –
This command is used to translate the already existing (old) products as per the chosen
store view.
php bin/magento update:translation:product

Run command:selected existing product translation
This command is used to translate the already existing (old) selected products by their
product id as per the chosen store view to save execution time.
php bin/magento update:translation:product -p 1,2,3

Category Translation At The Admin End
Now the admin needs to navigate to the Catalog ->Categories. Here, the admin can
create a new category. After saving the newly created category, the admin selects the
Store View from the top left corner to view the translation.

After selecting the store view, the category name will get translated into the language
specified for the chosen store view. Here in Arabic, as per the locale set for the chosen
store view. It will appear as shown in the image below.

Product Translation At The Admin End
After that the admin needs to navigate to the Catalog -> Products. Here, the admin can
create a new product. After saving the newly created product, the admin selects the

Store View from the top left corner to view the translation.

After selecting the store view, the product attributes (all the user inputs like product
name, description, etc.) will get translated into the language specified for the chosen
store view.
Here in Arabic, depending upon the locale set for the chosen store view. It will appear
as shown in the image below.

Front End
Further, you can perceive the changes in the front end by switching to different store
views.

Category Translation At The Customer
End
As shown in the image below, this is the default store view where the locale has been
set to English.

Now when the customer selects a store view in the front-end. The category name also
gets translated into the language specified for the chosen store view. Here in Arabic,
depending upon the locale set for the chosen store view. Thus, the same will reflect on
the front-end as shown below.

Product Translation At The Customer
End
As shown in the image below for the product page. This is the default store view where
the locale has been set to English.

Now after changing the store view for this product. It got translated into the language
specified for the chosen store view. Here in Arabic, depending upon the locale set for
the chosen store view. Thus, the same will reflect on the front-end as shown below.

So, that’s all for the Magento 2 Google Translate module. For any question/query,
please raise a Ticket at our HelpDesk system. We are more than happy to assist you
with your queries. You can also get back to us via mail support@webkul.com.

